New insight into phase behavior and permeability of skin lipid models based on sphingosine and phytosphingosine ceramides
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A B S T R A C T

The intercellular lipid matrix of the stratum corneum (SC), which consist mainly of ceramides (CERs), free fatty acids and cholesterol, is fundamental to the skin barrier function. These lipids assemble into two lamellar phases, known as the long and short periodicity phases (LPP and SPP respectively). The LPP is unique in the SC and is considered important for the skin barrier function. Alterations in CER composition, as well as impaired skin barrier function, are commonly observed in diseased skin, yet the understanding of this relationship remains insufficient. In this study, we have investigated the influence of non-hydroxy and α-hydroxy sphingosine-based CERs and their phytosphingosine counterparts on the permeability and lipid organization of model membranes, which were adjusted in composition to enhance formation of the LPP. The permeability was compared by diffusion studies using ethyl-p-aminobenzoate as a model drug, and the lipid organization was characterized by X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy. Both the sphingosine- and phytosphingosine-based CER models formed the LPP, while the latter exhibited a longer LPP repeat distance. The ethyl-p-aminobenzoate flux across the sphingosine-based CER models was higher when compared to the phytosphingosine counterparts, contrary to the fact that the α-hydroxy phytosphingosine-based CER model had the lowest chain packing density. The unanticipated low permeability of the α-hydroxy phytosphingosine-based model is probably associated with a stronger headgroup hydrogen bonding network. Our findings indicate that the increased level of sphingosine-based CERs at the expense of phytosphingosine-based CERs, as observed in the diseased skin, may contribute to the barrier function impairment.

1. Introduction

The skin is a large multilayered organ with the primary function of protecting the body from an influx of dust, pathogens, chemicals, ultraviolet radiation and other unwanted substances in the external environment, while also preventing the excessive loss of fluids from the body [1]. The outermost layer of the skin, the stratum corneum (SC), is fundamental to the skin barrier function [2,3]. It consists of keratin-filled dead cells, referred to as corneocytes, embedded in a highly organized lipid matrix [4]. The cornified cross-linked protein envelope encapsulates the corneocytes and renders them highly impermeable. Consequently, the tortuous intercellular pathway occupied by the lipid matrix is the preferred pathway for exogenous substance penetration through the skin [5,6]. Thus, knowledge of the lipid composition and organization is crucial to understand the skin barrier function.

The major lipid classes in the SC are ceramides (CERs), cholesterol (CHOL) and free fatty acids (FFAs) [7-11]. These lipids are present in an approximately equimolar ratio in the human SC. As detected by X-ray diffraction, the SC lipids are assembled into either one of two co-existing crystalline lamellar phases with repeat distances of ~13 nm and ~6 nm referred to as the long and the short periodicity phases (LPP and SPP respectively) [12-14]. Within the lipid lamellae, the lipids can further assemble into various phases with distinct packing densities including the orthorhombic, hexagonal and liquid/liquid phases. At physiological temperature, these lipids adopt predominantly a dense orthorhombic lateral packing, while a subpopulation of the lipids arranges to form lesser densely packed phases including the hexagonal and disordered liquid phase [15-18]. Both the lamellar organization and the lateral packing of the SC lipids are important for the skin barrier function [19]. The CERs, unlike the other major SC lipid classes, show great diversity in their headgroup architecture. Currently, eighteen CER subclasses have been identified in human SC [20-27]. Several studies have investigated the phase behavior of SC lipid mixtures prepared with isolated CERs, in order to gain insight into the processes and factors underlying the skin barrier function [28-30]. CERs isolated from skin
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lipids can form the characteristic LPP and SPP only when mixed with CHOL [31], while the further addition of FFAs increases the packing density [32]. Alternatively, synthetic lipid model systems can range from simple ternary component mixtures [33–35] to complex mixtures [36–38] and have been utilized to study the contributions of the major lipid classes and subclasses to SC lipid organization. With the use of these models, the CER EOS subclass, belonging to the group of ester-linked classes to SC lipid organization. With the use of these models, the CER EOS subclass, belonging to the group of ester-linked CERs (Fig. 1A), has been identified as crucial for the formation of the LPP [32,39–41]. The LPP is unique in the SC, which indicates its importance for the integrity of the skin barrier [42]. To investigate the influence of CER subclass composition and organization to barrier function, several studies have examined the influence of CER subclasses on the permeability of model SC membranes [42–46]. However, most of these studies were carried out in models containing either a single CER or a mixture of CERs, while lacking ester-linked ω-hydroxy CERs, so that the LPP was not formed. For a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between CER composition, lipid organization and barrier function, it is necessary to investigate the influence of the CER headgroup structure on the formation of the LPP, molecular interactions and lipid chain packing, as well as how these interactions can influence the SC lipid barrier function in models organized in the LPP. This is of special importance as variation in CER subclass composition has been reported in several diseased skin conditions including; atopic dermatitis [26] and psoriasis [47], which express among other anomalies, a reduction in ester-linked ω-hydroxy CERs level and thus LPP formation, and an increase in sphingosine-based CER level at the expense of phytosphingosine-based CERs.

In the current work, we aimed to determine the influence of sphingosine- and phytosphingosine-based CERs on the permeability, lamellar organization, phase transitions, headgroup interactions, chain conformational ordering, lateral packing and mixing properties in LPP lipid model systems. The level of CER EOS (molecular architecture, see Fig. 1) was increased to 40 mol% to avoid the formation of the SPP in the lipid model systems [48,49]. The significance of our findings to impaired skin barrier function in inflammatory skin disease is discussed.

2. Materials and method

2.1. Materials

Molecular structure of the five synthetic CER subclasses used to prepare the model mixtures are displayed in Fig. 1A–E. The synthetic CERs were kindly provided by Evonik (Essen, Germany). The CERs were of ≥90% purity. The FFAs, Ethyl-p-aminobenzoate referred to as E-PABA (Fig. 1F), CHOL and acetate buffer salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH (Schnelldorf, Germany). The perdeuterated FFAs (DFFAs) with chain lengths of C18 and C20 were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, Massachusetts). The DFFAs with chain lengths of C16 and C22 were obtained from Larodan (Malmö, Sweden). The DFFA with a chain length of C24 was obtained from Arc Laboratories B.V. (Apeldoorn, The Netherlands). All organic solvents were purchased from Labsan Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland). All analytical solvents were HPLC grade or higher. The nuleopore polycarbonate filter disks, 0.05 μm pore size were purchased from Whatman (Kent, UK).

2.2. Preparation of the model lipid mixtures

SC lipid models were prepared as equimolar mixtures of CER, CHOL, and FFAs. The CER fraction comprised of CER EOS (40 mol% of the total CER fraction) and either CER NS, CER AS, CER NP or CER AP (60 mol% of the total CER fraction). The FFAs, Ethyl-p-aminobenzoate referred to as E-PABA (Fig. 1F), CHOL and acetate buffer salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH (Schnelldorf, Germany). The perdeuterated FFAs (DFFAs) with chain lengths of C18 and C20 were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, Massachusetts). The DFAs with chain lengths of C16 and C22 were obtained from Larodan (Malmö, Sweden). The DFFA with a chain length of C24 was obtained from Arc Laboratories B.V. (Apeldoorn, The Netherlands). All organic solvents were purchased from Labsan Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland). All analytical solvents were HPLC grade or higher. The nucleopore polycarbonate filter disks, 0.05 μm pore size were purchased from Whatman (Kent, UK).
Table 1
Composition of the various models used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid model name</th>
<th>Composition and molar ratio (1:1:1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NS</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + NS(C24) 60%: CHOL: FFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AS</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + AS(C24) 60%: CHOL: FFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NP</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + NP(C24) 60%: CHOL: FFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AP</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + AP(C24) 60%: CHOL: FFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NS-D</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + NS(C24) 60%: CHOL: DFFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AS-D</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + AS(C24) 60%: CHOL: DFFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NP-D</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + NP(C24) 60%: CHOL: DFFAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AP-D</td>
<td>CER EOS(C30) 40% + AP(C24) 60%: CHOL: DFFAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

denoted by CER EOS-NS, CER EOS-NP, CER EOS-AS, and CER EOS-AP. Additional models were prepared in which FFAs were replaced by their deuterated counterparts, denoted by CER EOS-NS-D, CER EOS-NP-D, CER EOS-AS-D, and CER EOS-AP-D.

2.3. Preparation of SC model membranes for permeability studies

To prepare the SC model membranes, 0.9 mg of the appropriate lipid composition was dissolved in 200 μl hexane:ethanol (2:1) solution, to a final concentration of 4.5 mg/ml. The solution was sprayed over an area of 10 × 10 mm, on a nuclopeol polycarbonate filter disk with 0.05 μm pore size (Whatman, Kent, UK), using a Linomat IV device with an extended y-axis arm (Camag, Muttenz, Switzerland) under a gentle stream of nitrogen. Spraying rate was set at 14 μl/s and an approximate distance of 1 mm was maintained between the nozzle and the spraying surface. The samples were equilibrated for 10 min at 85 °C, which was sufficient to ensure that the lipid mixtures had fully melted and then gradually cooled to room temperature. The heating and cooling cycle was repeated once more.

2.4. Permeability studies

In vitro permeation studies were performed using Permegear in-line diffusion cells (Bethlehem PA, USA) with a diffusion area of 0.28 cm². The model membranes prepared with the various lipid mixtures were mounted in the diffusion cells and hydrated for an hour with the acceptor phase consisting of phosphate buffered saline (PBS 0.1 M solution in order to evaluate the relationship between the area under the curve and the concentration of E-PABA. The solutions were prepared in 1:1 solution of methanol and milli-Q water. The linearity of the relationship was evaluated in a concentration range of 0.1–10 μg/ml covering the range of concentrations obtained when analyzing the concentration of E-PABA permeating the model membranes. The calibration curves were obtained using ordinary least square regression and the linearity was confirmed with the R² values. A series of calibration samples were run together with the samples to quantify E-PABA. To assess the system precision, E-PABA standard solution was prepared and six replicate injections were injected into the UPLC system and the percentage relative standard deviation (% RSD) was determined. The limit of quantification (LOQ) and limit of detection (LOD) were used to evaluate the quantitative performance and sensitivity of the method for E-PABA analysis [51,52].

2.6. Sample preparation for FTIR studies

1.5 mg of the appropriate lipid composition was dissolved in chloroform:methanol (2:1) to a concentration of 7.5 mg/ml and sprayed over an area of 10 × 10 mm² on an AgBr window using a Linomat IV device (Camag, Muttenz, Switzerland) with an extended y-axis arm and equilibrated as described earlier (Section 2.3). The samples were equilibrated at 85 °C. A higher equilibration temperature of 95 °C was used for CER EOS-NP-D and CER EOS-AP-D mixtures in order for the lipids to fully melt. Finally, the samples were hydrated in deuterated acetate buffer (pH 5.0) and incubated at 37 °C for at least 15 h to ensure that the samples were fully hydrated.

2.7. FTIR measurements

FTIR spectra were acquired on a Bio-Rad Excalibur series FTIR spectrometer (Cambridge, MA) equipped with a broad-band mercury cadmium telluride detector, cooled by liquid nitrogen. The sample was continuously dry air purged, starting 30 min prior to data acquisition.

\[
J_0 = \frac{K \cdot D \cdot C_0}{h}
\]

\(J_0\) represents the steady-state flux of E-PABA across the model membrane (μg/cm²/h), while \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient of E-PABA in the model membrane (cm²/h), \(K\) is the partition coefficient between the donor compartment and the lipid membrane, \(C_0\) is the drug concentration (μg/cm³), and \(h\) is the pathway length in the model membrane (cm). Permeation of multiple samples of each composition was analyzed, \(n \geq 4\). The steady-state flux values were calculated at a time interval between the 9th and 15th hour from the plots of E-PABA flux values.

2.5. Ultra high performance liquid chromatography (UPLC)

The analysis of E-PABA was carried out using Acquity UPLC systems (Waters Co., Milford, MA, USA). The Waters’ Acquity UPLC systems consisted of a quaternary solvent manager (a high-pressure pump), tunable ultraviolet/visible absorbance detector controlled by MassLynx software application, and sample manager with flow-through needle. Specialized Acquity UPLC column packed with 1.7 μm, bridged, ethyl siloxane, hybrid particles, was used as the stationary phase. The column temperature was set at 40 °C. The mobile phase used for the UPLC analysis contained mixtures of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in acetonitrile: milli-Q water at 40:60 (v/v) ratio. The flow rate of the mobile phase was set at 1 ml/min. 10 μl of sample was injected on the column. A UV-detection wavelength of 286 nm was used for the detection of E-PABA. MassLynx software was used for the acquisition of data in chromatogram peaks resulting from the permeation samples. All UPLC data were analyzed and processed using MassLynx and TargetLynx software V4.1 SCN951 (Waters Co., Milford, USA).

The analytical method was validated as per ICH (International conference on harmonization) guidelines with respect to linearity, precision, limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) [51]. Calibration standards were prepared by serial dilutions of stock solution in order to evaluate the relationship between the area under the curve and the concentration of E-PABA. The solutions were prepared in 1:1 solution of methanol and milli-Q water. The linearity of the relationship was evaluated in a concentration range of 0.1–10 μg/ml covering the range of concentrations obtained when analyzing the concentration of E-PABA permeating the model membranes. The calibration curves were obtained using ordinary least square linear regression and the linearity was confirmed with the R² values. A series of calibration samples were run together with the samples to quantify E-PABA. To assess the system precision, E-PABA standard solution was prepared and six replicate injections were injected into the UPLC system and the percentage relative standard deviation (% RSD) was determined. The limit of quantification (LOQ) and limit of detection (LOD) were used to evaluate the quantitative performance and sensitivity of the method for E-PABA analysis [51,52].

The analytical method was validated as per ICH (International conference on harmonization) guidelines with respect to linearity, precision, limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) [51]. Calibration standards were prepared by serial dilutions of stock solution in order to evaluate the relationship between the area under the curve and the concentration of E-PABA. The solutions were prepared in 1:1 solution of methanol and milli-Q water. The linearity of the relationship was evaluated in a concentration range of 0.1–10 μg/ml covering the range of concentrations obtained when analyzing the concentration of E-PABA permeating the model membranes. The calibration curves were obtained using ordinary least square linear regression and the linearity was confirmed with the R² values. A series of calibration samples were run together with the samples to quantify E-PABA. To assess the system precision, E-PABA standard solution was prepared and six replicate injections were injected into the UPLC system and the percentage relative standard deviation (% RSD) was determined. The limit of quantification (LOQ) and limit of detection (LOD) were used to evaluate the quantitative performance and sensitivity of the method for E-PABA analysis [51,52].
The spectra were generated in the transmission mode by the coaddition of 256 interferograms, collected at 1 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution over 4 min. In order to examine the thermotropic phase behavior, the sample was measured between 0 and 100 °C at a heating rate of 0.25 °C/min, resulting in a 1 °C temperature rise per recorded spectrum. The spectra were deconvoluted using a half-width of 4 cm\(^{-1}\), and an enhancement factor of 1.7. The software used was Agilent resolution pro (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto CA, USA). Samples were measured over a range of 600–4000 cm\(^{-1}\). The CH\(_2\) symmetric stretching modes (2845–2855 cm\(^{-1}\)) and CD\(_2\) symmetric stretching modes (2080–2100 cm\(^{-1}\)), referred to as \(\nu_1\)CH\(_2\) and \(\nu_1\)CD\(_2\) modes respectively, were selected to examine the conformational ordering and phase transition of the lipid chains. The linear regression curve fitting method was used to determine the mid-transition temperature and the transition temperature range, as described elsewhere [53]. The CH\(_2\) (1462–1473 cm\(^{-1}\)) and CD\(_2\) (1085–1095 cm\(^{-1}\)) scissoring modes referred to as \(\delta_1\)CH\(_2\) and \(\delta_1\)CD\(_2\) modes respectively were analyzed to monitor the lateral packing and mixing properties of the lipid chains. The frequencies of the CER amide I (1610 cm\(^{-1}\)) and amide II (1510–1560 cm\(^{-1}\)) modes were analyzed to investigate the headgroup interactions and peak positions determined from the second derivative spectra. Multiple measurements of the samples were made, \(n \geq 2\).

2.8. Sample preparation for X-ray diffraction studies

Sample preparation was similar to that described for FTIR studies. 1.0 mg of lipids in chloroform:methanol (2:1) solution was sprayed on a mica window at a concentration of 7.5 mg/ml. The samples were equilibrated for 10 min at 85 °C and were subsequently measured both dry and fully hydrated. The lipid organization was not influenced by the number of equilibrations (either single or double, Fig. S1).

2.9. X-ray diffraction studies

The diffraction measurements were performed at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble) at station BM26B. The small- and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD and WAXD) patterns were acquired simultaneously. SAXD images were collected using a Pilatus 1M detector with 981 × 1043 pixels of 172 µm spatial resolution while the WAXD patterns were collected using a 300K-W linear Pilatus detector with 1475 × 195 pixels of 172 µm spatial resolution. The spatial calibration of the detectors was performed using silver behenate. The X-ray wavelength was set at 0.1033 nm. The sample-to-detector distances were 2.1 m and 0.308 m for SAXD and WAXD respectively. The samples were mounted in a sample holder with mica windows. Diffraction patterns of the lipid models were acquired at room temperature on two positions, at each position, the samples were measured for 90 s. SAXD was used to determine the long-range ordering in the samples. The scattering intensity (I) was measured as a function of the scattering vector q. The latter is defined as \(q = (4\pi \sin \theta) / \lambda\), where \(\theta\) is the scattering angle and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. From the positions of a series of equidistant peaks (\(q_n\)), the periodicity of a lamellar phase was calculated using the equation \(d = 2\pi / q_n\), in which \(n\) is the order of the diffraction peak. The one-dimensional intensity profiles used in these calculations were obtained by the reduction of the 2D SAXD pattern from Cartesian (x,y) to polar (\(\rho,\theta\)) coordinates and integrated over an \(\theta\) range. WAXD was used to obtain the diffraction patterns related to the lateral packing of lipids. Each sample was measured at least twice.

2.10. Data analysis

One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test was performed to analyze the permeability studies’ data. The significance level for rejection of null hypothesis was set at \(P < 0.05\) (**), \(P < 0.01\) (***), \(P < 0.001\) (****) and \(P < 0.0001\) (*****).

3. Results

3.1. Phytosphingosine-based CER model membranes exhibit higher barrier capability than the sphingosine-based CER model membranes

The permeability of E-PAPA through the model membranes was evaluated by in-vitro permeation studies. E-PABA was analyzed by means of the UPLC method. The calibration curve R\(^2\) value was 0.9989 ± 0.0023 indicating excellent linearity. For assessment of the system precision, the RSD for the peak area obtained from six replicate injections was 9248.7 ± 0.1% (acceptance limit of NMT 2.0%) demonstrating high repeatability. The LOD and LOQ values were 0.10 ± 0.01 ng/ml and 0.51 ± 0.02 ng/ml respectively, demonstrating the high sensitivity and quantitative performance of the UPLC method for E-PABA analysis.

The E-PABA flux profiles are displayed in Fig. 2A. The bars of steady-state fluxes are shown in Fig. 2B, while the values are reported in Table 2. The steady-state flux of E-PABA was significantly lower in

![Fig. 2. Permeability of the model membranes. A) The flux of E-PABA across the model membranes over 15 h. B) The average steady-state flux of E-PABA across the model membranes (9–15 h). Data presented as the means ± SD, \(n = 4\). E-PABA steady-state flux was significantly lower in the phytosphingosine-based CER model compared to their sphingosine analogues, \([** (P < 0.01), * (P < 0.05)]\).]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid model</th>
<th>Steady-state flux ((\mu g/cm^2/h))</th>
<th>(T_{\text{E-PABA}}) (°C)</th>
<th>(T_{\text{E-PABA}}) (°C)</th>
<th>(T_{\text{E-PABA}}) (°C)</th>
<th>(T_{\text{E-PABA}}) (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NS</td>
<td>37.1 ± 4.5</td>
<td>38.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>74.7 ± 3.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AS</td>
<td>40.4 ± 3.9</td>
<td>34.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>73.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-NP</td>
<td>25.7 ± 3.8</td>
<td>41.7 ± 1.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>73.7 ± 1.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER EOS-AP</td>
<td>23.7 ± 6.8</td>
<td>28.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>78.5 ± 1.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the phytosphingosine-based CER models compared to the sphingosine-based CER counterparts. In contrast, no significant difference in the E-PABA steady-state flux was observed between models prepared with non-hydroxy fatty acid based CERs and with their α-hydroxy fatty acid counterparts.

3.2. Models prepared with phytosphingosine-based CERs undergo a gel to liquid phase transition over a wider temperature range compared to models prepared with sphingosine-based CERs

To probe the factors that dictate the difference in the observed permeability rates, the lateral lipid organization was examined by FTIR spectroscopy. The conformational ordering in the lipid models was examined using the ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequencies. A ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequency below 2850 cm\textsuperscript{-1} indicates the presence of primarily ordered lipid chains typical in a hexagonal and/or orthorhombic lateral packing [54]. The thermotropic response of the ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode of the various lipid models are presented in Fig. 3. The ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequencies in the spectra of the CER EOS-NS, CER EOS-AS, CER EOS-NP, and CER EOS-AP at 10 °C appear at 2849.0, 2849.7, 2849.3 and 2849.3 cm\textsuperscript{-1} respectively, indicative of a high conformational hydrocarbon chain ordering in all of the models. When gradually increasing the temperature, the ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequencies also gradually increased. The first shift in ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequency, of approximately 1 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, indicates an orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition. Differences in the shift magnitude are observed between the models. The ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} frequency shift is more pronounced in the models containing non-hydroxy fatty acid based CERs compared to their α-hydroxy fatty acid based counterparts. When increasing the temperature further, a second major transition from a hexagonal to the liquid phase is observed. In the ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} curve, this is seen as a wavenumber shift of 3–4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which in our samples occur between 70 and 90 °C. In the sphingosine-based CER models, the hexagonal-liquid phase transitions occurred with an immediate sharp rise in wavenumber over a shorter temperature range (Fig. 3A and B). In contrast, in the phytosphingosine-based CER models, the hexagonal-liquid phase transition commenced gradually with a wavenumber increase of ~0.5 cm\textsuperscript{-1} over 10 °C, followed by a sharper rise in ν\textsubscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} wavenumber. When comparing models prepared with CERs, which differ in their fatty acid acyl chain e.g. CER NS and AS, there is no difference between the hexagonal-liquid phase transition profile. From these thermotropic response curves, the mid-point temperatures of the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition (T\textsubscript{M,OR-HEX}) and hexagonal-liquid phase transition (T\textsubscript{M,HEX-LIQ}), the temperature widths of the orthorhombic-hexagonal (T\textsubscript{W,OR-HEX}) and hexagonal-liquid transition (T\textsubscript{W,HEX-LIQ}) were calculated. These values are presented in Table 2. The hexagonal-liquid phase transitions occurred over a wider temperature range in the phytosphingosine-based CER models when compared to their sphingosine counterparts. In CER EOS-NS, a comparatively high T\textsubscript{M,HEX-LIQ} standard deviation was observed as recrystallization occurred to different extents in replicate samples analyzed (see Fig. S2). When focusing on the midrange temperature (T\textsubscript{M}), the CER EOS-AP had the highest T\textsubscript{M,HEX-LIQ} indicating increased thermostability.

3.3. CER EOS-AP exhibited the least proportion of orthorhombic packing at skin physiological temperature

When lipid chains adopt a dense orthorhombic lateral packing, two bands are observed in the IR spectrum of the 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode. This doublet is due to short-range coupling between adjacent hydrocarbon chains of the same isotope and is distinct from the less dense hexagonal packing where only a single peak is observed in the 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode. The magnitude of the band splitting is indicative of the degree of inter-chain interactions and of the size of the domains with an orthorhombic organization [16,55,56]. The 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode of the lipid models at 10 °C and 32 °C are provided in Fig. 4A and B respectively. At 10 °C the 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode of all lipid models are split into two bands centered at 1462 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1473 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, signifying orthorhombic packing. The 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode of CER EOS-AP showed lower intensity peaks compared to the other compositions indicating a lower fraction of hydrocarbon chains in orthorhombic packing. At 32 °C, the 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} modes of CER EOS-AP displayed a single broad peak with a weak shoulder indicating significant orthorhombic-hexagonal shift while the 8\textsuperscript{CH\textsubscript{2}} mode peaks of CER EOS-NS, CER EOS-AS, and CER EOS-NP remained doublets but reduced in peak intensity (Fig. 4B). As the temperature increased, a pronounced reduction in band splitting was obtained in all samples. The components collapse into a single peak at slightly different temperatures indicating
the transition to a hexagonal packing (Fig. S3).

3.4. The CERs and FFAs undergo order to disorder phase transition in the same temperature range

If the structurally different lipids are fully mixed, the components will have the same melting temperature range. To determine whether the CERs and FFAs had completely mixed, the protiated FFAs were replaced by the DFFAs enabling the protiated CER and DFFA chains to be monitored both individually and simultaneously. The thermotropic response of the \( \nu_{\text{CH}_2} \) and \( \nu_{\text{CD}_2} \) modes of the various lipid models are presented in Fig. 5. In the FTIR spectrum of the CER EOS-NS-D (Fig. 5A), the \( \nu_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode revealed that the hexagonal-liquid phase transition of the deuterated chains commenced at 66 °C. The hexagonal-liquid phase transition of the CER chains also starts at a similar temperature, but the slight reduction in \( \nu_{\text{CH}_2} \) frequencies at 68 °C suggests that the protiated chains had recrystallized, thereby slightly delaying the transition. As the temperature was further increased, the ordered-disordered phase transition of the CER and DFFA chains concluded at the same temperature. A similar phase behavior was shown by CER EOS-AS (Fig. 5B). In the FTIR spectrum of the CER EOS-AS-D (Fig. 5C), the different phase transition temperatures of the CER and DFFA chains suggests the existence of separate CER and DFFA domains. In the FTIR spectrum of CER EOS-AP-D (Fig. 5D), the \( \nu_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode revealed a slight upward shift in wavenumber between 66 °C and 76 °C. At higher temperature, the thermotropic response of the DFFAs and CER chains underwent order to disorder phase transition in the same temperature range indicating mixing of the lipid chains. The hexagonal-liquid phase transition of the DFFA chains in CER EOS-AP-D occurred at a higher temperature than in the other lipid models (Fig. 5E).

3.5. The CERs and FFAs participate in the same orthorhombic lattice at physiological temperature

When deuterated FFA and protiated CER chains participate in the same orthorhombic lattice, the adjacent CD\(_2\) and CH\(_2\) groups, being of different isotopes with different vibrational frequencies, cannot engage in a short-range coupling. As a consequence, when both isotopes are present in one lattice, only a single peak is observed in \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) and \( \delta_{\text{CH}_2} \) modes while packed in the orthorhombic phase. The \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode of the various models and DFFA mixture at 10 °C are displayed in Fig. 6A. The \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode of the various models collapsed at 10 °C, which represents maximum \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) splitting in a fully deuterated environment. The splitting values measured in the samples were 3.3, 4.1 and 3.9 cm\(^{-1}\) for CER EOS-NS-D, CER EOS-AS-D and CER EOS-NP-D respectively. The reduction of the splitting and the shallower minima between the \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) peaks in the spectrum of the various models compared to that of pure DFFA mixture represented reduced CD\(_2\)-CD\(_2\) chain interaction and an increased CH\(_2\)-CD\(_2\) chain interaction, indicating mixing of the deuterated and protiated chains. Evidently, due to the equimolar ratio of the lipid classes, a fraction of the DFFA chains in the lipid mixtures remain close enough to interact portrayed by the weak splitting. When increasing the temperature, the splitting of the \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode of the various models collapse into single peaks (Fig. S4A). The \( \delta_{\text{CD}_2} \) mode of the various models and DFFA mixture at 32 °C are displayed in Fig. 6B. Only one peak or a weak split was detected in the spectra of all models. This may be due to a mixed effect of an increased CD\(_2\)-CH\(_2\) interaction and a transition from orthorhombic to hexagonal packing. A similar behavior was displayed by the \( \delta_{\text{CH}_2} \) mode from the CER chains (Fig. S4B).

3.6. CER headgroup interactions differ in the various models

The content of free hydroxyl groups and an amide group enable CERs to act as both hydrogen bond donors and acceptors [57]. To
investigate the hydrogen bonding in the headgroup regions, the CER amide I (~1650 cm\(^{-1}\)) and amide II (~1550 cm\(^{-1}\)) were examined by FTIR. The CER amide I band is related mainly to the C=O stretching vibration while amide II results primarily from the N–H bending vibration and the C–N stretching vibration. Lower amide I and higher amide II frequencies are consistent with stronger hydrogen bonding [58, 59]. The 1525–1675 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral region for the lipid models at 10 °C are displayed in Fig. 7. Regarding amide I frequencies, CER EOS-NS amide I mode are split into two components centred at 1624.6 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1641.1 cm\(^{-1}\), attributed to intermolecular hydrogen bonding between two CER NS headgroups, similarly as reported in previous CER NS containing samples [59]. CER EOS-AS amide I mode shows an asymmetric peak centred at 1618.7 cm\(^{-1}\) and shoulder at 1633.8 cm\(^{-1}\). As a non-hydroxy and an α-hydroxy sphingosine-based CER are present in this mixture, both may contribute to the signal. In the spectrum of CER-EOS-NP in which two non-hydroxy CERs contribute to the amide 1 band, the mode is a doublet with a sharp peak positioned at 1639.6 cm\(^{-1}\) and a broad shoulder on the left-hand side, positioned at 1618.8 cm\(^{-1}\) being consistent with earlier reports [60]. Finally, in the spectrum of the CER EOS-AP, only one broad band at an amide I frequency of 1624.2 cm\(^{-1}\) is present, which indicates the existence of strong hydrogen bonding interactions. The amide II bands are less complex. The single peaks are located at 1547.8 cm\(^{-1}\), 1539.0 cm\(^{-1}\), 1541.8 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1551.3 cm\(^{-1}\) in the spectrum of the CER EOS-NS, CER EOS-AS, CER-EOS-NP, and CER EOS-AP respectively. CER EOS-AP displayed a comparatively low amide I frequency and the highest amide II frequency indicating stronger hydrogen bonding compared to the other models.

3.7. CER headgroup affects the lamellar organization in the lipid models

The lamellar organization in the lipid models was examined by SAXD. This technique can provide information about the lamellar phases including their repeat distances. The X-ray diffraction profiles of the various models are provided in Fig. 8. CER EOS-NS and CER EOS-AS had similar diffraction curves with 4 diffraction peaks attributed to LPP with a repeat distance of 12.5 and 12.6 nm respectively. When focusing on the CER EOS-NP, the lipids also assembled in the LPP as is indicated by the 6 diffraction orders with a repeat distance of 13.3 nm. Besides the LPP, the peak at 3.7 nm (q = 1.69 nm\(^{-1}\)) indicates the presence of phase separated crystalline CER NP [61]. Finally, at q = 1.1 nm\(^{-1}\) (5.7 nm) a peak is present and no higher diffraction order could be identified. Consequently, this peak could not be assigned to a particular phase. Meanwhile, the diffraction pattern of CER EOS-AP model displayed 6 diffraction orders attributed to the LPP with a repeat distance of 13.4 nm. However, the 2nd and 3rd order peaks show a shoulder, indicating additional phases. The strong shoulder at the 3rd order peak is most probably the reason why the intensity of this order diffraction

---

**Fig. 5.** Thermotropic response of the \(\nu_{CH_2}\) and \(\nu_{CD_2}\) modes of the lipid models. A-D) The CH\(_2\) (filled circle) and the CD\(_2\) (open circle) peak positions are plotted on the primary y-axis and secondary y-axis respectively displaying the phase transition temperatures of the CER and DFFA chains in the lipid models. E) \(\nu_{CD_2}\) modes of the lipid models showing the transition of the DFFA chains.
peak is somewhat higher in this diffraction profile compared with the 3rd order peak intensity in the pattern of the other systems. Similar to CER EOS-NP, an additional peak of 5.4 nm was detected. All SAXD profiles revealed the presence of a peak related to a spacing of 3.4 nm attributed to crystalline domains of phase separated CHOL. In summary, in all systems, the LPP was formed. In the sphingosine-based CER models besides the LPP, only phase separated CHOL was present. In contrast, phytosphingosine-based systems formed the LPP, phase separated CHOL and additional phases.

Besides the SAXD studies, the WAXD pattern of the models was measured to obtain information on the lateral packing of the lipid chains. The WAXD profiles are shown in Fig. 8B. All the models display two reflections, ~0.417 and 0.378 nm located at q ~15.20 and 16.7 nm⁻¹ respectively. While the 0.417 nm peak can be attributed to the orthorhombic and hexagonal packing, the 0.378 nm peak is only attributed to the orthorhombic packing. CER EOS-AP has the lowest intensity 0.378 nm peak indicating the smallest proportion of lipids forming an orthorhombic phase. These findings are in agreement with our FTIR result.

4. Discussion

4.1. CER headgroup affects the skin barrier function

The composition and organization of intercellular lipids of the SC are important for the skin barrier function. Changes in SC lipid composition have been reported in several inflammatory skin diseases [26,62–64], as well as in human skin equivalents [65,66] and regenerated SC after tape-stripping [67]. In these examples, the levels of CER AS and CER NS were increased at the expense of the level of CER NP. The exchange of CER subclasses contributed to a compromised skin barrier, as illustrated by increased values of transepidermal water loss (TEWL) [62]. However, studying whether a change in the ratio between these lipid classes is an underlying factor for an impaired barrier function is not possible in intact SC as there are always other associated changes in the lipid or protein composition, and lipids cannot be extracted selectively from SC. Therefore to study the relationship between lipid composition, lipid organization and barrier function, lipid model membranes were developed [42,68].
These are indicated by asterisk *. B) WAXD profile of the lipid models displaying two peaks, the 0.417 and the 0.378 nm peaks, located at q = 15.2 and 16.7 nm\(^{-1}\) respectively. CER EOS-AP showed the lowest intensity 0.378 nm peak, indicating the lowest proportion of orthorhombic phase.

in a similar molar ratio as is present in human SC [10]. The CER fraction of the lipid mixture comprised 60% of either CER NS, AS, NP or AP with a single chain length and 40% CER EOS in order to form an LPP model system. Our purpose was to study primarily the formation of the LPP. To form only a single LPP structure and avoid the formation of the SPP, the CER EOS level was increased beyond the approximate 10 mol% reported in the human SC [27]. Our results demonstrate that membranes containing CERS with the phytosphingosine subclass exhibited a stronger lipid barrier. These findings indicate that increased levels of CER NS and reduced level of CER NP as observed in atopic dermatitis patients [69], psoriatic scale [47] and compromised tape-stripped skin [67] may contribute to the impaired barrier function. In contrast, it was previously shown that CER NP encouraged higher permeability through the model membrane when compared to CER NS [43]. In that study, no CER EOS was incorporated in the mixtures, thus, the lipids assembled in the SPP rather than the LPP as in the present study. Furthermore, we observed that CER EOS enhances the miscibility between the different lipid components (unpublished results), which may explain the difference in result. However, no difference in permeability was observed between model membranes of the same FFA composition containing either CER NS or a CER mixture incorporating sphingosine and phytosphingosine CERS [45]. However, this difference may be due to i) a lower concentration of phytosphingosine CERS that was replaced by the sphingosine counterpart in the CER mixture, ii) a simultaneous change in CER chain length distribution, in which CERS with C16 acyl chain were replaced by CERS with a C24 acyl chain in the present study and iii) the absence of CER EOS. The CER NS model membrane in that study, despite lacking CER EOS, resulted in an E-PABA flux value similar to that of CER EOS-NS model in the current study. However, as these are different experiments and small differences in temperature of the membranes substantially affect the flux [45], this may play a role. Furthermore, although low levels of CER EOS may reduce the permeability, high levels of CER EOS may affect the flux in a different way due to a higher level of liquid domains [37].

When comparing the E-PABA flux of lipid models prepared with non-hydroxy fatty acid-based CERS to the models prepared with α-hydroxy fatty acid-based CERS with the same sphingoid base (e.g. CER NS and AS), there was no significant difference in permeability. The phytosphingosine CERS which resulted in significantly lower membrane permeability do not possess a 4,5 trans double bond present in the sphingosine CERS but rather, contain an additional hydroxyl group on C4 position on the base chain. Thus, the position of the hydroxyl group in the CER headgroup and probably the presence or absence of the trans-double bond influenced the permeability of the model membrane.

4.2. CER headgroup affects the lipid phase behavior, chain, and headgroup interactions in model SC

A wider ordered-disordered phase transition temperature range was observed in the phytosphingosine-based CER models. This may be due to either a combined effect of differences in headgroup interactions and/or the presence of the multiple phases. The CER headgroup did not have an effect on the domain size of the lipids forming an orthorhombic packing since all the models exhibited large interpeak distance approaching the maximum value, indicating large orthorhombic domain sizes at 10 °C. However, when comparing the intensities of the characteristic orthorhombic peaks, which relate directly to the proportion of the orthorhombic phase [70], CER EOS-AP exhibited the least proportion of lipids in an orthorhombic phase. This was confirmed by the wide-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of CER-EOS-AP. Our results are in agreement with a previous infrared study of ternary SC models reporting that phytosphingosine-based CERS adopt a hexagonal chain packing [71], while sphingosine-based CERS adopt an orthorhombic chain packing [33]. The higher fraction of lipids forming a hexagonal packing in CER-EOS-AP may be due to a larger interfacial area per headgroup of the phytosphingosine CERS than the sphingosine analogues, which allows more space and optimal geometry for hydrogen bonding [72].

In previous studies, it has been observed that an increase in the fraction of lipids forming a hexagonal packing results in an increase in permeability [73]. On the contrary, CER EOS-AP, which contained the highest proportion of the hexagonal phase, resulted in the lowest permeability. Our study indicates strong hydrogen bonding within the CER EOS-AP model. In this particular case, the effect of increased hydrogen bonding in the headgroup region seems to overrule the reduced inter-chain van der Waals interactions resulting in a reduced permeability. A previous infrared study of individual CERS also reported stronger hydrogen bonding and hexagonal lateral packing in phytosphingosine CERS and weaker hydrogen bonding and orthorhombic packing in their analogous sphingosine CERS [60]. CER EOS-NP displayed a low amide II frequency and an orthorhombic lateral packing, which are characteristic of sphingosine CERS. This may be caused by the presence of 40% CER EOS that contributed to the molecular interactions observed in the models in the current study. In addition, the resilient
orthorhombic phase of CER EOS-NP evinced by its indisputably high T_m,OR-HDCL, contributed to its low permeability.

Focusing on the mixing property of the lipid chains, CERs and DFFAs chains were mixed with each other in all models as indicated by the weak split in the 8CH2 modes of the models compared to the strong split in DFFA. The transition of the CER and FFA chain in CER EOS-NP does not occur in exactly the same temperature range. This may be due to the presence of CER and FFA rich regions within the orthorhombic lattice or to phase separated CER NP. Since recrystallization of only the CER chains occurred in CER EOS-NS-D, the recrystallization observed in CER-EOS-NS 8CH2 mode was thus due to the CERs. It is also remarkable that a modification in CER-EOS-NS model, by spraying the lipid mixture at a lower concentration, of < 5 mg/ml resulted in the disappearance of CER chain recrystallization (Fig. S5). Considering the νCD2 modes, the DFFAs in the CER EOS-AP-D underwent an ordered-disordered phase transition at a higher temperature than in the other models implying of a stronger cohesive bond. This may be attributed to the stronger headgroup hydrogen bonding interaction in CER EOS-AP.

4.3. CER headgroup affect the lamellar organization in lipid model mixtures

In-depth knowledge of the lipid organization within the unit cell of the lamellar phases is important for understanding the skin barrier function. In the present study we observed that in all four systems an LPP can be formed, irrespective of the choice of CER NS, AS, NP or AP. However, in CER EOS-NS and CER EOS-AS systems, the LPP is formed without additional phases, except for phase separated crystalline CHOL. These results indicate that it is easier for CER EOS combined with CER NS or AS, to exclusively form the LPP than when combined with CER NP or AP. Furthermore, when forming the LPP, the characteristic intensity distribution of the 1st (weaker intensity), 2nd (stronger intensity) and 3rd (weaker intensity) order peak is observed (for additional information see Section 4.4), signifying that the LPP has been formed. The LPP in phytosphingosine-based CER models had longer periodicities than those of their sphingosine counterparts. In contrast, the non-hydroxy or α-hydroxy CER models with the same sphingoid base (e.g. CER NS and AS), did not show significant differences in their LPP repeat distance. Possible explanations for the longer repeat distance experienced by the phytosphingosine-based CER model are i) the presence of additional water molecules in the headgroup region that would cause swelling in the lamellar. However, this is unlikely as fully hydrated and dry mixtures result in similar repeat distance (Fig. S6); ii) the presence of additional phases. In the diffraction pattern of the CER EOS-NP, a strong reflexion at 1.7 nm–1 is attributed to crystalline CER NP [61]. As a consequence, the LPP contained a higher proportion of CER EOS, which induced an increase in the periodicity (unpublished data). This would also explain the similarity in repeat distances of non-hydroxy and α-hydroxy based sphingoid bases, as in these models no additional phases had formed; iii) a difference in the headgroup orientation at the basal plane of the lamellar phase. This change in orientation may be related to the presence/absence of 4,5 trans double bond, number and position of hydroxyl groups in the CER species as is observed for the air-water interface [74] or iv) a difference in the arrangement of the CERs, namely, linear versus hairpin arrangement.

4.4. The formation of the LPP in SC and lipid mixtures

Using X-ray diffraction, the LPP has been identified not only in human SC [75] but also in murine [14,76], porcine skin [12] and human skin equivalents [65]. In all these cases, the repeat distance of the LPP was reported to be approximately 13 nm. By examining CERs isolated from porcine [31] or human SC [41], mixed with cholesterol and FFAs, both the LPP and SPP were reproduced all with repeat distances very similar to that in native SC. In subsequent studies, synthetic CERs were used as this allowed a more detailed analysis of the interactions between the individual lipids. It was reported that after incorporating acyl CERs in the synthetic CER mixtures, the lipids assembled in the LPP and SPP, although the repeat distance of the LPP was somewhat shorter [36]. This could be expected as the chain lengths of the natural lipids are longer than those of the synthetic CERs: the mean total CER chain length (sphingoid base + acyl chain) in SC of human skin is approximately 47C atoms [77], while in the lipid model system used in these studies the CERs have a mean chain length of 45.2C atoms (calculated from the CER subclass composition) [36]. In addition, the choice of the headgroup may also contribute to a difference in repeat distance, as is reported in the present paper. Therefore, differences in lamellar repeat distance in synthetic mixtures compared to that in native SC can be explained without assuming different lipid arrangements in the unit cell as was suggested recently [78]. In fact the similarity in the lipid arrangement in the LPP in mixtures prepared from synthetic [36], and isolated CERs [69,79], but also in SC of mice skin [76] and human skin equivalents [65] (In both SC, the lipids form primarily an LPP) has been demonstrated by the characteristic intensity distribution of the various diffraction peaks attributed to the LPP: the 1st and 3rd order diffraction peaks have a lower intensity than the 2nd order diffraction peak. This intensity distribution is a reflection of the electron density profile in the unit cell of a lamellar phase. Therefore, all these systems do have a similar unit cell electron density profile, and thus the arrangement of the lipids appears to be very similar. The latter has also been demonstrated by the similarity in the structure factors of the LPP in SC and those of the LPP in synthetic and isolated CER mixtures [49]. These structure factors are the basis for calculating the electron density profile of the unit cell.

It is important to realize, especially when using synthetic CERs, after the proper composition, the choice of the spraying method and the temperature of annealing are both crucial for the LPP formation, which has been discussed previously [78]. Setting the equilibration temperature too high or too low can be detrimental for the LPP formation [80]. Furthermore, the distance between the nozzle and the spraying surface, and the gas flow are crucial parameters. Differences in the choice of these parameters may be a reason why phases with the characteristic LPP intensity distribution are sometimes not formed even with a proper choice of the CER composition [46], while a very similar lipid composition does result in the exclusive formation of the LPP [48]. In contrast, to current literature [78], an increase in the level of CER EOS results in an increase in the fraction of lipids forming the LPP at the expense of the lipids forming the SPP, keeping the characteristic intensity distribution of diffraction peaks of the LPP very similar [38,48]. As the intensity distribution is directly related to the electron density profile, this demonstrates that by increasing the CER EOS level, there is no substantial change in the LPP electron density profile and therefore the basic structure in the unit cell remains the same. Finally, the absence of the LPP in systems in which the CER EOS is replaced by a CER EOS with a saturated but branched C18-acyl chain is most likely due to a reduction of a fluid phase as has been shown by NMR studies [81]. This is in agreement with a previous publication demonstrating that the presence of a fluid phase is an absolute necessity for the formation of the LPP [82].

5. Conclusion

CER headgroup architecture influences the permeability, lipid phase behavior and molecular interactions of lipid models. In the presence of CER EOS, the majority of lipid population in all the models assembled in the LPP. When focusing on the interactions in the systems, we have shown that due to distinct phase behavior, lipid chain packing and headgroup interactions, sphingosine-based CER model membranes resulted in a higher permeability than the phytosphingosine-based models. This is an important observation for understanding the effect of changes in CER subclass composition on the skin barrier function in diseased skin, which is paramount to the optimization and targeting of therapies.
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